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Think of what it would be like to live in your parents’ house with no chores… or parents. You get meals served to you at any time during the day, you can use the bathroom without having to clean it and making your bed is optional. Now combine those aspects with a summer camp atmosphere—a whole bunch of people your age gathered for the same reason you’re there. Welcome to dormitory life.

For many people, moving out after high school means taking over everything your parents did for you as a child. But dorms allow you to forget about grocery shopping and cleaning the house, and instead let you focus on more important things, whether that be homework and studying… or organizing a board game championship with fellow floor members. And—quite possibly the best part—you live on campus. All your classes are within walking distance, so even if you oversleep, you can still get make it on time (usually).

Also, by living in the dorms, you have the option of either being by yourself with your room door shut, or finding an instant intramural team or study buddies with fellow floor mates.

Dorms serve as a social event and a convenient focal point for campus connections and excursions. But more than anything, I love the convenience, cleanliness and close proximity to other people just like me.